
Chapter 12
Real Clients, Real Problems, Real Data:
Client-Driven Statistics Education

Talithia D. Williams and Susan E. Martonosi

Abstract In this chapter we describe two client-focused educational experiences at
Harvey Mudd College that offer students the opportunity to work on real problems
for real clients using real data. The first is the Harvey Mudd College Clinic capstone
program, in which teams of students spend an academic year working on a project
for an external sponsor. The second is a course project in an upper level statistics
elective in which the students analyze data provided by a campus partner. For both
of these, we describe their structure, recent projects. as well as student and client
feedback. We also offer our reflections on how providing these educational experi-
ences has influenced us personally and professionally.
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12.1 Introduction

Demand has recently surged for data-savvy individuals in organizations ranging
from government agencies to start-up businesses to nonprofit organizations. The
rise of data science, an interdisciplinary field that combines computer science, sta-
tistics, and mathematics to gain insights from large data sets, has led to a surplus of
jobs for data scientists, hut the supply of workers who are equipped 10 solve data-
driven problems is limited. The skills needed to be a successful data scientist
increasingly depend on a combination or technical expertise. effective communica-
tion, teamwork, and attention to the client's needs. While the phrase "data-driven
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statistics education" might seem redundant, the reality is that statistics is often
taught without requiring the analysis of real data and seldom taught with consider-
ations of the needs of a client. At Harvey Mudd College (HMC), we have created
client-focused data science experiences both in the classroom and in the senior level
capstone course, known as "Clinic."

HMC is an undergraduate liberal arts college of science, engineering and math-
ematics that is part of the Claremont Consortium consisting of four other under-
graduate colleges and two graduate institutions. All HMC students complete a
common core curriculum in the technical disciplines represented on campus (math-
ematics. computer science, chemistry, biology, physics, and engineering) and an
extensive sequence in the humanities, social sciences, and the arts. Therefore. we
have a student body that is proficient in the STEM fields and for whom data analysis
is likely to become an integral part of their future careers.
The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, we illustrate two types of data

analysis course experiences: a client-sponsored field capstone program in Sect. ] 2.2,
and a project run within a statistical linear models elective in Sect. ]2.3. We provide
the reader with implementation models that they could adapt to their own institu-
tion. Second, we reflect on our experiences teaching these courses and describe
some of the challenges and opportunities they have yielded. Williams, the firs!
author, has taught the statistical linear models course using client-based projects, so
in Sect. 12.3 the narration changes to the first person. Sect. 12.4 concludes the chap-
ter by looking to the future of statistics education. Throughout this chapter, we usc
the term deliverable. commonly used in industry, to denote a report, a presentation.
an algorithm, or other work product that is delivered to a client in the course of a
project.

12.2 The Harvey Mudd College Clinic Program

The Harvey Mudd College Clinic program started in the HMC engineering depart-
ment in 1963. Drawing its name from the training of medical students, in which they
practice their skills during clinical rotations on real patients under the watchful eye
of an experienced physician, the HMC Clinic was developed to give students the
opportunity to practice their skills on a real engineering problem sponsored by an
external client under the supervision of a faculty member. This experience helps
students synthesize their classroom knowledge and bridge the gap between the the-
ory of the classroom and the real world.

In 1973. the HMC mathematics department adopted Clinic in its curriculum. and
since then, the departments of physics and computer science have followed suit
(Borrelli 2010). Participation in Clinic is a graduation requirement for engineering,
computer science, and computer science/mathematics joint majors, while mathe-
matics and physics majors can choose either Clinic or a traditional thesis to fulfill
their capstone requirement. (Biology and chemistry majors typically complete ~I

traditional thesis, although some have participated in Clinic when an appropriate
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project was available.) Our departments work collaborativcly to recruit interesting
Clinic projects. When a project requires interdisciplinary skills as is increasingly
the case, we create cross-depart memal Clinic teams.
Coming from applications-driven disciplines (statistics and operations research).

both authors were naturally drawn to Clinic. In our disciplines, the word "research"
does not always imply proof-based theoretical advances, and often refers to the
creative application of existing methodologies in new ways to solve real problems.
This is the heart and soul of Clinic. Given our skills and interests, we have been
involved in the program as faculty advisors, director. or associate director for six
and ten years, respectively.
We often hear that HMC's unique focus on science, engineering and mathemat-

ics make it difficult for instructors at other institutions to implement programs like
Clinic. However, as surveyed by Marronosi (20 lZ), and by Martonosi and Williams
(2016), other institutions have taken notice of the HMC Clinic program and have
successfully emulated it. The Olin College website describes their Senior Capstone
Program in Engineering, which was modeled very closely after HMC's Clinic (Olin
College 2016). Moreover, in recognition of the broad impact the program has had
on engineering education worldwide, the professors who cofounded the program in
1963 were awarded the 20 12Bernard M. Gordon Prize for Innovation in Engineering
and Technology Education hy the National Academy of Engineering (Harvey Mudd
College 2012). Our hope is that readers can adapt some of the characteristics
described in this chapter to create a Clinic-like program at their own institution.
We outline the structure of the program in Sect. 12.2.], describe some of the

projects that have been completed in Sect. 12.2.2, provide excerpts of student and
liaison feedback in Sects. ]2.2.3 and 12.2.4. and reflect on our personal experiences
in the program in Sect. 12.2.5.

12.2.1 Structure of the Mathematics Clinic Program

We start by listing the cast of characters involved in the Mathematics Clinic: the
team, the team's project manager, the team's faculty advisor, the sponsoring organi-
zation of the project, the sponsor's liaison, and the director and associate director of
the Mathematics Clinic program. We describe each or these in more detail in the
subsequent paragraphs.
In Clinic, teams of four to six students, mostly seniors, work for a full academic

year on a problem posed by an external sponsoring organization. The students arc
responsible for determining the appropriate methodology for solving the problem.
conducting relevant literature review, managing the project timeline, and preparing
all deliverables in a professional manner. The teams arc formed by the Clinic direc-
tor and faculty advisors to balance student project preferences (as determined by a
survey), background in skills needed for the project, grade point averages, student
interest in serving as a team's project manager, and to avoid known personality
conflicts. Clinic strengthens students' technical skills by exposing them to a COI11-
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plex, real problem. Additionally, Clinic builds professional skills by requiring stu-
dents to communicate clearly both orally and in writing, manage a large project, and
work effectively in a team.
One student on the team is appointed to serve as the team's project manager, act-

ing as the primary point of communication between the learn and the sponsor's
liaison. The project manager also ensures that the team is making steady progress
towards deliverables and intermediate deadlines. He or she does this in addition to
technical contributions to the project alongside the other team members.
The teams are advised by a faculty member and by a liaison from the sponsoring

organization. The faculty member serves primarily as a coach, mentoring the stu-
dents on their research habits, team dynamics and communication. Because we feel
that lessons learned from mistakes often have more impact than those learned from
successes, the faculty advisor intervenes in the specifics of a project only when the
team is heading far off course. For this reason, the faculty advisor need not have
expertise in the mathematical methodology used in the project. The role of the spon-
sor's liaison is to provide domain expertise and context to the students throughout
the year. The team meets weekly with the liaison by teleconference or Skype to
share intermediate results and to ensure that the team's direction aligns with the
project's goals. The liaison must also provide the team with data and background
information in a timely fashion.
The Mathematics Clinic director and, in some years, an associate director oversee

the three to five Clinic projects being run in the department each year. Their primary
responsibility is to recruit projects of sufficient quantity and quality, working together
with the other departmental Clinic directors and HMC's Director of Corporate
Relations. The directors leverage the HMC alumni network and make site visits to
companies across the west coast and, occasionally, other parts of the country. We
charge a substantial fixed fee per project, which covers administrative costs, travel
(for recruiting trips and for the teams to visit the sponsors), computing equipment and
software, and other supplies. Because of the fee, we seek sponsors who are invested
in the outcome of the project and, accordingly, we assign them the intellectual prop-
erty Tights to the completed work. We advise potential sponsors to propose projects
whose results are not critically needed in the short-term, but the outcomes of which
will be very useful to them in a few years' time. This mitigates some of the risk asso-
ciated with relying on a team of undergraduates to complete a project that the com-
pany cares about. \Ve also require the sponsor to identify a liaison who will be able
to dedicate sufficient time and energy to the team to ensure that the team will have
consistent access to contextual information needed to produce a useful product.
Clinic counts as a regular three-unit course in each semester, and we expect the

students to devote approximately 10 h per week on the project. Of these 10 h, one
hour is spent in a weekly meeting with the faculty advisor, one is spent in a weekly
teleconference with the liaison, and one is spent in a weekly classroom session. The
remaining 7 h are spent working on the project, and we strongly encourage the
teams to schedule those 7 h as a team. We have found that the team can work more
productively and resolve obstacles more quickly if everyone is in the same room
working at the same time. Moreover, we have found fewer issues of students relying
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on their teammates to do most of the work when they are held accountable to the
rest of the team for their work hours.
The weekly classroom sessions involve professional development workshops that

we created as director and associate director and which continue to be used. The top-
ics are effective team dynamics, teleconference and site visit etiquette, project man-
agement tools, and effective oral presentations. To keep the students engaged and
help them retain the information, we structure these workshops as comical, improvi-
sational skits. In these skits, faculty advisors portray students having traits and
behaviors we have observed over the years as being detrimental to a team's success,
such as interrupting teammates, arriving late to meetings, or not allowing every
member of the team to contribute. The class discusses what they saw and what the
characters should have done differently. The students enjoy the humor in a full pano-
ply of bad behaviors parodied in a series of two-minute skits. At the start of the year,
it is hard for them to realize how true-to-life these skits are; however, over the year,
most of these behaviors do indeed arise on some of the teams, and the memory of the
skits gives the students a starting point for addressing them. During the spring semes-
ter, Clinic teams from all departments (approximately 45 teams per year) assemble
together for the weekly classroom sessions, which are dedicated to team presenta-
tions. Each team makes one 15-20 min presentation over the semester, allowing the
students to review each other's work and practice giving oral presentations.
Imposing intermediate milestones and deliverables helps students manage the

large, open-ended project:

Clinic and Liaison Orientation: In early fall, liaisons are invited to campus to
debrief the team on the context of the problem.
Fall and Spring Site Visits: Each team travels to the sponsor's site early in the fall
semester and again late in the spring semester. The teams gain insight into the
context of their project and make presentations to the sponsoring organization.
Marathon Push: In the first month or the project, teams devote time to the project
beyond the required ten hours per week to immerse themselves in the project and
write the team's Statement of Work (SOW).
SOW: This document summarizes the team's understanding of the problem, lit-
erature review, proposed methodology, and tirneline for the year. The liaison
reads and approves the SOW in writing.
Fall and Spring Presentations: In November, each team gives a presentation to
the full group of Mathematics Clinic students about the progress they have made
on their project. Throughout the spring semester, each Clinic team on campus
makes a presentation to all Clinic students, faculty advisors and special visitors.

• Projects Day: In early May, all liaisons are invited to campus for our annual cel-
ebration of Clinic. Each team makes several presentations of their final project
and presents a poster of their work in a general poster session. Receptions and a
celebratory dinner conclude the evenl.
Reports and Deliverables: At the end of the fall semester, the team submits a
midyear report to the liaison. At the end of the academic year, the team delivers
to the sponsor a final report, along with all software, computer code, data and
other intellectual property of the project.
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12.2.2 Recent Projects

The range of mathematical disciplines represented in the completed Mathematics
Clinic projects over the past 40 years is breathtaking, including modeling pollutant
transport in the atmosphere, fraud detection, and optimal control of satellite motion.
Abstracts for all past Mathematics Clinic projects can be viewed on the Mathematics
Clinic website (Harvey Mudd College Mathematics Clinic 2016). Although our
Mathematics Clinic program does not recruit solely statistics projects, we have seen
a rise in data-focused Clinic projects in recent years. For example, in the past 5
years (2010-2015). exactly half (11 out of 22) of our Mathematics Clinic projects
(or those run jointly between mathematics and another department) fall in the cate-
gory of data analytics, while in the preceding 5 years, that percentage was closer to
20% (Harvey Mudd College Mathematics Clinic 2016). (Harvey Mudd College
Computer Science Clinic 2016).
This shift towards data projects poses some challenges to our department. First

there is a sense of loss for the more traditional applied mathematics projects in the
areas of fluid mechanics, differential equations, and linear algebra. While these
areas of mathematics are still relevant, current sponsors are more interested in areas
pertaining to analytics, This is especially the case for federal sponsors such as
national laboratories, where funding that can be used to pay the Clinic fee is more
plentiful in cutting-edge research areas like data science. A second problem is that
some of our faculty feel ill-equipped to advise data-focused projects, Although the
faculty advisor is not responsible for completing the project, many advisors prefer a
project in their general research area. In the past, it was easier to match faculty advi-
sors to projects in their areas of expertise. Third. for the authors, who serve as two
of only a handful of statistical experts at HMC, the rise in data-related Clinics across
campus results in a lot of ad hoc advising of Clinic teams on matters of experimental
design and data analysis. This can take up a great deal of time on top of our regular
teaching responsibilities. particularly during the spring semester when Clinic teams
are completing their analyses.

12.2.3 Student Experience and Feedback

The Clinic experience is often a seminal one for students, motivating them and
boosting their confidence before they venture into the "real world." At the end of
each semester, students complete peer- and self-evaluations in which they reflect on
the Clinic experience. In addition to showing appreciation for the technical knowl-
edge gained in the experience, the evaluations invariably emphasize the professional
skills gained and the students' satisfaction in having worked on a real problem for a
real client:

I have learned a 101about machine learning and software development, but also about docu-
mentation, working in a team, and research in industry .... It has been fascinating to study
mathematical ideas that arc applied so readily to an industrial problem
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I enjoyed in particular the aspects of heuristic design and adaptation, as well as the
practice doing things like teleconferences, presentations, and reports on our progress, all
clearly reflecting the sorts of work we can expect to do in industry.

The evaluations also commonly refer to the challenge of Clinic, and the satisfac-
tion that arises from meeting that challenge:

We've certainly run into our share of issues along the way, but r don't think the clinic expe-
rience would have been nearly as valuable if we didn't have those challenges to overcome.
Our advisor held us to a very high standard, which was sometimes stressful but J think

it encouraged us to work very hard and resulted in a final product which we are proud of.

Most often, student complaints about the Clinic experience stem from the diffi-
culties in working with a team:

Ifeel like our clinic team may have had a fair bit of trouble keeping on top of deadlines this
year, but that we have produced a good result. I'm not sure why we were so often behind,
but if Ihad to hazard [a guess], Iwould say communication troubles.

Despite the stress of Clinic, it is an experience that shapes a student's profes-
sional trajectory. Moreover, because our Clinic program is well-known, we often
hear prospective students speak of Clinic as one of the deciding factors in choosing
to attend HMC.

12.2.4 Client Feedback

It is not only the students who tind the experience rewarding. Each year, we survey
the liaisons, asking them how well the team met the project's goals, managed the
project. and communicated with the liaison, and how they rate their overall satisfac-
tion with Clinic. On a five-point scale, five being the best, the College scores higher
than four, on average, on these questions.
Additionally, the Clinic Advisory Council, a committee of approximately 20 rep-

resentatives from industry who have engaged with the Clinic program in the past,
conducts phone interviews of all liaisons to discuss their experience with the pro-
gram. Some comments from recent Mathematics Clinic liaisons are:

Iwas very impressed by the level of enthusiasm and knowledge of the students. Very well
done.

[The liaison] realizes the quality of the "scarce resource" of [HMC students] and is
intent upon identifying and hiring the best fits for his company, using the Clinic Program as
a way to gel to know the team members.

Of course, not every project is completed successfully. In some instances, the
liaison and the team realize that the original proposal is infeasible or no longer in
the sponsor's interests, so they work collaboratively to redefine the project scope. In
other instances, however. the team simply does not meet the project's goals, usually
because of poor team communication or project management. Fortunately, truly
unsuccessful instances comprise only 5-109(. of all projects. One reason for our
high success rate is that Clinic directors thoroughly vet projects in advance to ensure
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they arc or an appropriate scope for the team. Another reason is that teams are
encouraged to distinguish in their SOW between achievable baseline goals and
"stretch goals" that will be completed if time permits. A third reason is that teams
communicate regularly with the liaison so that expectations can be effectively man-
aged if the project scope needs to be adjusted during the year.

12.2.5 Our Experiences

We have both served as faculty advisors of Clinic teams several times. Additionally.
the second author served as Clinic director fur 5 years. and the firs: author served as
associate Clinic director for I year. In this section, we describe some of the personal
impacts these roles have had on us.
As faculty advisors, we have found two primary challenges. The first is knowing

when to be the "good guy" and when to be the "bad guy" in our team interactions.
Generally, we try to observe from a distance to allow the students to direct the now
of the project. At times, however, when a team repeatedly fails to follow our sugges-
tions, misses deadlines, or engages in unproductive habits or behaviors that arc dis-
respectful to the liaison's time, we step in more assertively. The second challenge
has been keeping the team and the liaison focused on the project scope. We have
occasionally encountered liaisons that push students beyond what is expected from
a three-unit course and have had to intervene on the students behalf.
Being a Clinic faculty advisor sometimes forces us to step out of our comfort zones

when the project ventures into an area of mathematical sciences we are less familiar
with. but it is rewarding to broaden our knowledge. The opportunity to work directly
with many of the companies that hire our students has provided LIS insight into the
future needs and directions for mathematical sciences in industry. This allows us to
develop new course materials that are relevant and cutting-edge for our students.
During our time administering Clinic as director and associate director. we

developed valuable leadership and administrative skills, balancing the needs of stu-
dents, faculty advisors. liaisons, and college administrators. The development of
these skills was accompanied by a similar development of confidence. Directing the
Clinic dramatically reduced time for scholarly activities such as research, but it was
enjoyable work, from learning about the fascinating work done at prospective spon-
soring organizations, to mentoring the student teams as they developed project man-
agement and communication skills.

12.3 Client Projects in Statistics Courses

Clinic is one model for offering statistics students client-driven projects at a depart-
mental scale. On the scale of an individual instructor, final projects in beginning and
upper level statistics courses can be used to gauge students' understanding and
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mastery of the material. One such course that began from this frame of reference
was the HMC statistical linear models course (Math 158). I (the first author) based
the course on the Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics Education
(GAISE) (American Statistical Association 2005), whose six broad recommenda-
tions include:

1. Emphasize statistical literacy and develop statistical thinking.
2. Use real data.
3. Stress conceptual understanding, rather than mere knowledge of procedures.
4, Foster active learning in the classroom.
5, Usc technology for developing concepts and analyzing data.
6, Use assessments to improve and evaluate student learning.

When I first taught the course, I assigned a project based on an interesting dataset
I could find and tested students on their ability to correctly analyze the data and
present their results before their classmates. While this model proved sufficient in
meeting course objectives, the GAISE guidelines, and student assessment, it lacked
a connection to a data-driven client experience that would challenge students by
placing them in unfamiliar territory. Lazar et al. (201]) have documented the
improvement in the statistical analysis and quality of work of students who engage
in a consulting-like experience. Much of the noted improvement is a result of incor-
porating real, messy data into projects and emphasizing the responsibility that stu-
dents have to clients,
To give the students a more authentic data analysis experience. I restructured the

course project to involve a local client with a real problem needing data analytics. In
the remainder of this section, I describe that project. Section 12.3.1 describes its
structure, Sect. 12.3.2 gives some examples afrecent problem statements, Sects, 12,3.3
and 12,3.4 describe the student and client experience, and Sect. 12.3.5 provides some
of my personal reflections and advice from having run such a project.

12.3.1 Structure of Community Client Engagement

12.3.1.1 Team Structure

In a typical semester of statisticallinear models, students come from several of the
Claremont Colleges with varying backgrounds. While an introductory statistics
course is a prerequisite, the style of the course depends on the institution in which it
was taken. Some courses are full semester and use the open-source statistical prOM
gramming language R. Others are half semester and teach statistical analysis using
Minitabrlc. This poses a challenge when constructing teams that must coalesce to
effectively tackle a project and produce tangible results,
A solution I have found is to intentionally place students in learns based on their

strengths. ] give a survey to students at the beginning of the semester that asks for
their previous computing experience. past statistics courses, and perceived strengths
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when working in learns. I use this information to create teams that have at least one
strong computing person, a strong statistical person, and an effective oral and writ-
ten communicator. While all students experience all aspects of the project, this dis-
tribution helps teams manage more independently by providing them in-house
experts in areas of critical need. Teams are typically made up of three to five stu-
dents, depending on the size of the course.
Once the teams are in place, they are responsible for scheduling additional time

outside of class to work on the project together. All students are required to evaluate
their teammates' contribution and I take the overall evaluation into account when
determining the final project grade. 1 also try to be especially sensitive to women
and underrepresented students by not placing them in groups where they are the
only minority. Instead I place them on teams with at least two women, at least two
minorities, or some combination of the two.

12.3.1.2 In-Class Lab Experience

I typically reserve two classes per month for an in-class lab where I present a new
topic or type of data analysis that needs to be performed on their project dataset.
Students bring their personal laptop to class and f reserve additional laptops for
students that don't have one. The in-class lab allows me to observe how the teams
arc working together, gauge their progress so far and answer questions that often
arise during their external meetings. I'm also able to observe and intervene if stu-
dents are having difficulties or becoming disengaged. If the client is local, I often
invite them to class to be available to answer questions and provide direction, espe-
cially during the first few lab sessions.
The structure of the in-class lab usually begins with stated goals for the session,

for instance. to write an R program that will perform an exploratory data analysis
and produce various plots. While the analysis of the data occurs over the entire
semester, by setting up-front, measurable goals for the lab sessions, students under-
stand that I expect them to have a deliverable by the end of class. To help novice R
users get lip to speed. it might sound counterintuitive that I tend to pair them together
rather than pair a novice with a strong R programmer. However, except in cases
where the strong R programmer is also a good mentor and tutor, pairing the novices
together often leads 10 beucr collaboration.

12.3.1.3 Final Presentation Experience

Final presentations in semester-long statistics courses arc commonly used to evalu-
ate students' understanding of the material and their ability to communicate results
effectively (Khachatryan 2015). What makes the final presentation experience par-
ticularly relevant in a client consulting environment is that students have to explain
potentially complicated statistical analysis to people who arc not experts in the field.
Students learn that they must omit theoretical details and instead deliver results that
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are clear, concise, and visually appealing. The rich details of the analysis are included
in a final written report that each team submits both to me and to the client.
The program and location for the final presentations can be used to create a

meaningful closing experience for both the students and the client. Each team.
dressed in business casual attire, presents its results and fields any questions that
arise. For the past four years, we have had an on-site meeting at the end of the
semester where the client invited all staff to the presentation and provided light
refreshments.

12.3.1.4 Building Client Partnerships

A key aspect of the success of the course project has been the connection to the
community-based client. In response to my solicitation to various constituencies
around the Consortium for large-scale data analysis, Sam Kame, the Director of
Strategic Initiatives and Information Technology at the Claremont Colleges Library
contacted me. The library had large amounts of data and was seeking someone to
analyze it.
The steps taken to build the cornmuniry client relationship and provide a rich

experience for students can easily be replicated in other data-driven courses:

1. Send an email to faculty and staff at your campus soliciting data.
For example, an introductory statistics class could work with the cafeteria staff

members to visualize demand by hour of the day, day of the week. or menu items.
2. Involve the community client in developing the project with the students.

I found that staff members were excited 10 talk to the class about their data
and project goals.

3. Be proactive in getting data at the beginning of the course.
Students can immediately begin exploratory analysis and apply more

advanced techniques as the semester progresses.
4. Create in-class lab days where students work in teams on the final project.

While this required removing some lecture topics from the syllabus, the
hands-on project time was an opportunity for the community client to attend
class and answer individual teams' questions.

5. Encourage your client to remain available throughout the semester.
Our client encouraged the students to contact him by email to review initial

results or answer additional questions.
6. Set up a meaningful presentation experience.
Presentations normally occur at the client facility or in a nice room on campus.
Ample time is set aside for informal conversations, and light refreshments arc
provided.

Although the dedication of class lime \0 the project reduces the number of topics
we can treat in the course. the quality of the tina! project and presentation never
ceases to amaze me. Giving students an unknown. unrefined dataset forces them to
become researchers, ask their own questions. and go in multiple directions.
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12.3.2 Recent Projects

In a recent project, the client provided patrons' library Wi-Fi usage data, and each
team independently determined the type of analysis required to address the clicnts
needs. Once teams formulated a project direction, they shared among themselves 10

prevent overlap, and with the client to verify that the analysis would meet their
needs. Three approaches to this problem are summarized below as examples:

Team I: This team established a heuristic for deciding between active and passive
connection and defined a metric for wireless usage based on the data transferred
and amount of time used. With this metric. the team determined how various fac-
tors. such as roles (student faculty, staff), radio types, and signal quality impacted
wireless use.

Team 2: This team performed a comparative analysis specific to Apple products.
since they comprise the majority of products connecting to the Wi-Fi. They
examined how Macs, iPods, iPads, and iPhones successfully connected to the
network and the subsequent signal strength. They compared the performance
activity common to each of these device types in terms of data usage and connec-
tion time.

Team 3: This team examined measures of connectivity success. including time
spent connected, megabytes of data used, number of attempts made to connect,
and signal strength, to determine the quality of the Wi-Fi connection.

Through these different approaches, the teams were able to visualize the ways in
which various devices connected to the library Wi-Fi and better understand the
duration of library visits by campus, day of the week and time of day.

12.3.3 Student Experience and Feedback

Through conversations with students and the written course evaluations I have
received, students:

Appreciated the active learning aspect of the in-class labs;
Felt a sense of purpose by working with real data for clients who valued their
solutions;

• Were genuinely surprised to see the excited reactions of the staff to their results:
and
Realized that there are many types of analyses that can be done on a single
dataset.

One student sent an email the following semester stating:

Ljust wanted to send you a quick note saying thanks for the statistical skills you helped hone
in Math 1581ast semester. I am doing an experiment for a cognitive science class and lve
relied heavily on the techniques and tools you showed us throughout the class in order to
analyze the results. It is very useful to be comfortable analyzing data, so thank you for
imparting that ability throughout the course.
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However, some students were frustrated by the open ended approach, the time it
took to clean the dataset, and having to rely on team members who were less
dependable.

12.3.4 Client Feedback

We have worked with the Claremont Colleges Library for the past live years and
they have been very pleased with the partnership. Below is an excerpt from a letter
that Sam Kome sent to the Harvey Mudd College Dean of the Faculty highlighting
the experience from the Library's perspective:

The wireless analysis identified and described a significant authentication issue that actu-
ally affected all the Claremont campuses. The library was disproportionately affected, and
was able to use the analysis to adjust wireless provision and nearly eliminate complaints.
We very much look forward (0 continuing this fruitful collaboration. . We have found
Professor Williams students' work to be thorough and thoughtful. and each presentation
yields novel and directly useful information. We also appreciate that the students become
deeply engaged with the data and they frequently express gaining a greater understanding
of the complexity of tcdays academic library.

12.3.5 The Instructor's Experience

Creating an authentic data-driven experience required me to rethink my role in the
classroom and allow my students to take ownership of the experience. I vividly
recall the moment that students took charge of the project with the Claremont
Colleges Library. 1 had invited the staff members to class to talk about the data.
After the staff did a very brier presentation, there was an awkward silence as stu-
dents looked to me for direction. I told them, "I'm not analyzing their data. so I
don't have any questions for them. But in three months. you gel to stand up and
present your results in from of the entire starr. This is your time. We can take as
much or as little of it as you need." This was the moment that the students took
ownership of their project.
One closing thought all this experience would be the following:

Make the mundane meaningful.

Although necessary, the process of cleaning real-world big data is often tedious
and frustrating. Students Frequently spend hours writing code to parse the data into a
readable format to finally begin performing the statistical analysis. During one par-
ticular in-class lab day, two recent HMC alumni, Kyle and Russell, were visiting
campus for a recruiting trip and asked to observe the class. The students were cleaning
data that day and although r constantly reminded them that this is a necessary process
of data analysis, they were obviously frustrated and disappointed with the task.
I asked Kyle and Russell if they would like to look at the data, and the two of

them began cleaning the data as T continued helping students. After a short time,
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Kyle and Russell had written a script that read in the data, parsed it, corrected the
formatting issues, and produced a multiple time series plot. J asked them to display
their code on the screen and walk the students through their process. Russell told the
class. "J wish I would have had a class like this back when I was at Mudd. In a typi-
cal five-day work week, we spend four days just cleaning the data. The stats is pretty
easy after that." The mood of the class changed following their presentation.

As a professor. this moment was significant because it provided immediate pur-
pose 10 a typically mundane classroom lab session by merging it with a real-life
career experience. In every lecture, lab and presentation experience. students arc
learning statistical methodologies to prepare them for their careers. I now intention-
ally invite former students back to allow them to provide that rich perspective.

12.4 Looking Ahead

What does the future hold for statistics education? The need for computational and
analytics skills to mine large data sets is expected to grow (McKinscy Global
Institute 20 II). Although HMC is unique amongst liberal arts colleges in that its
only offered majors are in science, engineering and mathematics, we believe fer-
vently that statistics is itself a liberal art (Moore 1998). It is no longer reserved for
specialists, or even just for scientists and engineers. Rather, in the Information Age,
it is imperative that all students learn to understand and critically interpret data put
before them. Reflecting this trend, data science courses offered at HMC and other
Claremont Colleges are routinely filled 10 capacity with students from many majors.
and we are seeking ways to offer more data science electives while still maintaining
our existing mathematics curriculum. Client-focused experiences such as Clinic and
projects in upper-level statistics electives are one avenue to help prepare students to
work effectively with data. We encourage our readers to consider how these types of
experiences can be incorporated in their own curricula.
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